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Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created" to
replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on Cadweld
tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review of
Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports at
the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had signatures
or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern that some of
the original reports might have been missing and that reports had been manufac-
tured to replace the missing records. Later the missing reports were found,
resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its
disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period at
Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and inspection
of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and cutting out
Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible for sending the
test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating test results;
and GE0 was responsible for performing the tersile tests, recording the test
results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples were tested at GE0,
the test data, including the technician's initials, were recorded in ink in a
bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the necessary data to the
appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975). A copy of this form
was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent to EBASCO for
evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

Employees interviewed by the NRC staff said that in certain situations EBASCO
found that just before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports
had been either mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been con-
structed. The test data and the lab technician's name or initials were
purportedly retrieved from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel
apparently utilized this retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different
signatures or initials for the same technician.
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The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports,'as identified in the
NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that noted to
be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identifying both the
original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The NRC staff referred to
the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for some sample tests, which
indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of specimens) were consistent
with the reports.

The NRC staff found no " created" test reports from the standpoint of test data
and finds LP8L's disposition of the NCR to be acceptable. The staff believes,
however, that duplicate second reports may have existed which contained initials
not made by the actual reviewers.

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff concludes
that the test records represent the actual load carried by each test specimen,
and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost records. This allegation
has no safety significance.

I
Potential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, /
Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have docu- |
mented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance with /
those instructions and procedures. .__,j

Actions Required: None.

References:

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.
,

2. J. A". Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-Handling,
Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection Procedures,"
October 3, 1975.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOU-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8, 1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

Statement Prepared By:
L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:
Team Leader Date

_ _ . _ _
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REVISION 2
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SSER

Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created" to
replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on Cadweld
tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review of
Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports at
the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had signatures
or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern that some of
the original reports might have been missing and that reports had been manufac-
tured to replace the missing records. Later the missing reports were found,
resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its
disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period at
Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and inspection
of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and cutting out
Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible for sending the
test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating test results;
and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tests, recording the test
results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples were tested at GE0,
the test data, including the technician's initials, were recorded in ink in a

j bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the necessary data to the
appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975). A copy of this form

,

| was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent to EBASCO for
evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

Employees interviewed by the NRC staff said that in certain situations EBASCO
found that just before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports|

| had been either mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been con-
! structed. The test data and the lab technician's name or initials were
! purportedly retrieved from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel
l apparently utilized this retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

| The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different
signatures or initials for the same technician.
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The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the'

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in the
NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that noted to
be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identifying both the
original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The NRC staff referred to
the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for some sample tests, which
indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of specimens) were consistent
with the reports.

The NRC staff found no " created" test reports from the standpoint of test data
and finds LP&L's disposition of the NCR to be acceptable. The staff believes,

however, that duplicate second reports may have existed which contained initials
not made by the actual reviewers. The existence of second reports is being
reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

i Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff concludes
i that the test records represent the actual load carried by each test specimen,
| and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost records. This allegation

has no safety significance.

IPotential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have docu-
mented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance with
those instructions and procedures.

4

Actions Required: None.

References:

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983,
i

.
2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-Handling,

Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection Procedures,"'

October 3,1975.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOU-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicitig of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8, 1974.

s

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

.

Statement Prepared By:
L. Yang Date*

Reviewed By:
Team Leader Date'

i
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Resiewed By:
Site Team Leader (s) Date

. Approved By:
Task Management Date
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Fst b "vNTask: Allegation A-147 [Je

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reporcs being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review
of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had
signatures or initials which were notictably different. There was concern
that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period
at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tests,
recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GE0, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

Employees interviewed by the NRC staff said that in certain situations EBASCO
found that just before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports
had been either mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been con-

structed. The test data and the lab technician's name or initials were
purportedly retrieved from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel

apparently utilized this retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.
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The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-
tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
neted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 leg book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test cata (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

The NRC staff found no " created" test reports from the standpoint of test data
and finds LP&L's disposition of the NCR to be acceptable. The staff believes,

however, that duplicate second reports may have existed which contained
initials not made by the actual reviewers. The ewistence-of-second-reporf.s,
is-being-revfewed-by-the-NRPOTriWof T Vestigatiar(OI4- --;

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each
test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost
records. This allegation has no safety significance.

.. __ _
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Potential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have
documented instructions and procedures should be accomplisne in accordance
with those instructions and procedures. ,

Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

-2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-

Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOV-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8, 1974

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

Statement Prepared By:

L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42
.

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review

of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had
signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concerg
that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records. *

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period
at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tests,
recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GEO, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

NmWid b/ i,I kil
Lyatedto.theNRCstaff in certain situations EBASCO found that just
o

before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports had been either
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mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been constructed. The

test data and the lab technician's name or initials were purportedly retrieved
from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel apparently utilized this
retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-
tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
.

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The

NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log bcok and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

gcrehpi-- N

The NRC staff cur P&L's disposi_ tion _of the NCR-a found no
__ .

Mcrea_ted" test reports from the standpoint of test datahThe staff believes,|

however, that duplicate second reports may have existed which contained
initials not made by the actual reviewers. The existence of second reports
is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records reoresent the actual load carried by each
test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace los

records. As % 14 h 9 )$/ .

- . ._ ..
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Potential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
I Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have

documented i,nstructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance
with those instructions and procedures. J

Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-
Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOU-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8,1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

,

,

Statenent Prepared By:

L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

Site Team Leader (s) Date
.

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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'
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Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Alleaation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review

of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of-1976 existed in duplicate but had -

-

signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern
that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
hed been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its
~ disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period

at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory).and fp,r' evaluating-
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tiests, '

recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GEO, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

Employees interviewed by the NRC staff said that in certain situations EBASCO
found that just before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports
had been either mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been con-
structed. The test data and the lab technician's name or initials were
purportedly retrieved from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel

apparently utilized this retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

- _ . - _ .. ._. . .- - -- -_-.
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The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
,

copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-
tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
'

copies of the original and the reconstructe'd test reports, as -identified iri ~

the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

The NRC staff found no " created" test reports from the standpoint of test data
and finds LP&L's disposition of the NCR to be acceptable. The staff believes,
however, that duplicate second rep. orts may have existed which contained

initials not made by the actual reviewers. The existence of second reports
is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
i concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each

test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replac'e lost
records. This allegation has no safety significance.

.

. - - _ . - . _ . . , , . , , , .- - - .-- ,. ._. - . . _ , - . - - .
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kotentialViolations: .There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have |

documented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordancef'

with those instructions and procedures. d
Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7431, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-
Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOV-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8,1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

,
'? j '

'.-
-

Statement Prepared By:

L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader. Date

Reviewed By:

Site Team Leader (s) Date
_

Approved By:

Task Management Date

. _ _ . .
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Task: Allegation A-147
)

.
Referenc'e No.: 4-84-A-06-42

'

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review

of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had "

signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern

that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports -

had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records. *

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

disposition. The staff noted th6t during the initial construction period
at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
. test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing tife tensile tests,
recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GEO, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GEO personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22,1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

As.related to the NRC staff, in certain situations EBASCO found that just

before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports had been either
.

.

_.
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mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been constructed. Thr.

test dat.a and the lab technician's name or, initials were purportedly retrieved
from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel apparently utilized this

retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports

related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-
tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
.

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

The NRC staff concurred with LPSL's disposition of the NCR and found no
" created" test reports from the standpoint of test data. The staff believes,

however, that duplicatekecond reports kmhave existed which contained W
wm e exvJuA1

initials not made by the actual individ al. This issue of second reportsg g
-ex- si tiffg is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each
test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost
records.

. . . .-
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I_ Potential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

Criterion V, in that the activities which , affect quality and which have
- documented i,nstructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance

with those instructions and procedures.
--1._, .

Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-
Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

.

3. EBASCO Specification No. L00-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8,1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.
..,

Statement Prepared By:
L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

.

Reviewed By:

Site Team Leader (s) Date
.

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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~

06/26/84-

SSER

Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review
of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had
signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern

that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period
at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tests,
recording the test results, and fomarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GEO, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22,1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

As related to the NRC staff, in certain situations EBASCO found that just
before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports had been either
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mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been constructed. The
test' data and the lab technician's name or initials were purportedly retrieved
from CE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel apparently utilized this
retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-
tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data.which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

The NRC staff concurred with LP&L's disposition of the NCR and found no
" created" test reports from the standpoint of test data. The staff believes,
however, that duplicate second reports may have existed which contained
initials not made by the actual reviewers. The existence of second reports
is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each
test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost
records.

.. . ..
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Potential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have
documented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance
with those instructions and procedures.

,__W
.

Actions Required: None.

References
.

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-
Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

1 3. EBASCO Specification No. LOU-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8, 1974.

'

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

..

I

Statement Prepared By:

L. Yang Date-

Reviewed By:
__,

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:
'

Task Management Date

____-____________ _____--- _ _ - _ _
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Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review
of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had
signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern

that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records. *

!

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

|
disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period

i at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing tiie tensile tests,
recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GEO, the test data, includ.ing the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (Jely 22,1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent

'

to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

As related to the NRC staff, in certain situations EBASCO found that just
before' placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports had been either

. . ______ _
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mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been constructed. The

test data and the lab technician's name or initials were purportedly retrieved
from GE0's f.ile at that time. EBASCO QA personnel apparently utilized this
retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to,

EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-
tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
,

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens)wereconsistentwiththereports.

The NRC staff concurred with LP8L's disposition of the NCR and found no
" created" test reports from the standpoint of test data. The staff believes,
however, that duplicate, second reports m'ay have existed which contained
initials not made by the actual individual. This issue of second reports
existing is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each
test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost
records.
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hotentialViolations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V,-in that the activities which affect quality and which have
documented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance
with those instructions and procedures.

L_ 7

Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-
Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOU-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel " March 8, 1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 C.FR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

.

Statement Prepared By: -

L. Yang ,Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:

Task Management Date
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Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review
of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had
signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern
that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later the missing

reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period
at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and

inspection of Cadwelds, J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tests,
recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples ,

''
were tested at GE0, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
t'o EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

As related to the NRC staff, in certain situations EBASCO found that just
before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports had been either

2
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mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been constructed. The
test data and the lab technician's name or initials were purportedly retrieved

from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel apparently utilized this

retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-

tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-

fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

The NRC staff concurred with LP&L's disposition of the NCR and found no

" created" test reports from the standpoint of test data. The staff believes,- ,

however, that duplicate, second reports may have existed which contained
initials not made by the actual individual. This issue of second reports

existing is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each

,

test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost
record:;. Hewever; thic ennelusjon is enntingent Upon-the-results-Of4MS-

invest-fgation -and-further tRhnical valuations-may be iiecessar-y depend 4fjxJ-r

b-on--the-outcama nf these invnst4 at-fons,9

- - _ - - _ - - _ -.
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iPotential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, I

Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have |

documented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordancel

biththoseinstructionsandprocedures.

Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-

Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3, 1975.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOV-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8, 1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

.

. . . .

' Statement Prepared By: _

L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:
Task Management Date
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SSER

Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Characterization: It is alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
to replace lost records. This is evidenced by signatures or initials on
Cadweld tensile test reports being noticeably different for the same technician.

Assessment of Allegation: During EBASCO's quality assurance (QA) review
of Cadweld records it was found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports
at the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 existed in duplicate but had
signatures or initials which were noticeably different. There was concern
that some of the original reports might have been missing and that reports
had been manufactured to replace the missing records. Later che missing
reports were found, resulting in nearly identical records.

The NRC staff reviewed EBASCO Nonconformance Report (NCR) W3-7481 and its

disposition. The staff noted that during the initial construction period
at Waterford, there were three companies involved with installation and
inspection of Cadwelds. J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and
cutting out Cadweld samples identified for testing; EBASCO was responsible
for sending the test samples to GE0 (the testing laboratory) and for evaluating
test results; and GE0 was responsible for performing the tensile tests,
recording the test results, and forwarding them to EBASCO. After the samples
were tested at GEO, the test data, including the technician's initials, were
recorded in ink in a bound log book. GE0 personnel then transferred the
necessary data to the appropriate form, in this case Form QC-15 (July 22, 1975).
A copy of this form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the original was sent
to EBASCO for evaluation against the acceptance criteria.

As related to the NRC staff, in certain situations EBASCO found that just
before placement of concrete, some of the tensile test reports had been either

_ . . _ __
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mishandled or lost, and that duplicate reports had been constructed. The
test data and the lab technician's name or initials were purportedly retrieved

from GE0's file at that time. EBASCO QA personnel apparently utilized this

retrieval process to expedite the placement of concrete.

The NRC staff learned that at some time later in the construction phase the

copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to
EBASCO, which in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion
into their files. This practice resulted in approximately 70 to 90 incidents
of two nearly identical reports existing in the file; these identical reports
related to the same tested Cadweld sample, but had noticeably different signa-

tures or initials for the same technician.

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question and examined both the
,

copies of the original and the reconstructed test reports, as identified in
the NCR. The staff found no technical data which was different than that
noted to be original test data. LP&L had dispositioned the NCR by identi-
fying both the original test reports and the reconstructed reports. The
NRC staff referred to the original GE0 log book and checked the entries for
some sample tests, which indicated that the test data (tensile failure load of
specimens) were consistent with the reports.

The NRC staff concurred with LP8L's disposition of the NCR and found no

" created" test reports from the standpoint of test data. The staff believes,
however, that duplicate, second reports may have existed which contained
initials not made by the actual individual. This issue of second reports
existing is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Investigations (0I).

Based on the NRC staff's review of existing technical data, the staff
concludes that the test records represent the actual load carried by each
test specimen, and that no test reports were " created" to replace lost
records. However, this conclusion is contingent upon the results of 01's
investigation, and further technical evaluations may be necessary depending
on the outcome of these investigations.

,

_____________.______________.s
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Potential Violations: There is a violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, |

' Criterion V, in that the activities which affect quality and which have
documented instructions and procedures should be accomplished in accordance

with those. instructions and procedures.
W

Actions Required: None.

References

1. EBASCO NCR W3-7481, December 30, 1983.

2. J. A. Jones Procedure No. W-SITP-4, Revision 0, " Reinforcing Steel-

Handling, Storage, Installing, Cadwelding and Modification Inspection
Procedures," October 3,1975.

3. EBASCO Specification No. LOU-1564.79, Revision 0, " Mechanical Splicing of
Concrete Reinforcing Steel," March 8, 1974.

4. Form QC-15.

5, 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V.

Statement Prepared By:

L. Yang Date

Reviewed By:

Team Leader Date

i Reviewed By:

SiteTeamLeader(s) Date

Approved By:
,

Task Management Date
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Task: Allegation A-147

Reference No.: 4-84-A-06-42

Ltv

Characterization: It has-been alleged that Cadweld test reports were " created"
6. Mkc Ws is er h/wls

lost records.+s4 evidenced by signatures which appear in-th{Cadweld T
~

3
tensile test reports K being noticeably different for the. same technician.

%j9,LLg m . m ,o,.,o
Assessment of Allegation: During (QA) review of Cadweld records it was
found that some of the Cadweld tensile test reports dated-ereun the end of
1975 and the,fNtNdnths of 1976 existed in duplicate but #f th had

signatures or initials which a N md on-each-copy tp,bc goticeably3

h i N N M he concern that som Yof th M^rts might have been Kdifferent.
s*er*kf_' manufactured er pla" fA* *rissine /W"d'm -te re

missing and that sa== ef the reports /\% ht reated and /
%<idenMthnems,; A

-thenf ater reports were found, resulting in nearly.dua4 records, ig 4
cL-~ wgen.n v.yJ

The NRC staff reviewed CR)W3-7481anditsdisposition.3It-wesinoted that
during the initial construction period at Waterford, there were three
companies involvedhandle installation and inspection of Cadwelds,

J. A. Jones was responsible for installing and cutting out h( Cadweld samples
identified for testing basco wa sponsible for sending the test samplescqo roakan resu nstoghetestinglabora. xto ; and GE0 esting-laboratory) waggjib
for performing the tensi tests)asd recording the test resuitg. g t$e .x
samples were tested at the-tht-Dc"My the test data, including theg

technician's initials, were recorded in ink in a bound log book. The-test-lab-
Cco, personnel then transferred the necessary data to the appropriate form, in this

case fond-tests-it-ww Form QC-15 (July 22,1975). A copy of this
form was maintained in the GE0 files, and the orig n I was sent to Ebasco for

g 4t d1

/ Q evaluation against the acceptance criteria.[ As re,1,qt y ,to the NRC staff, in i
certain situations h s found that just bAfore h e placement of concrete,

61L- ,'

some of the tensile test reports were either mishandled or then lost, and (Al *
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duplicate reports ^were # constructed. The test data and lab technician's nameaput M
or initials were purportedly retrieved from GE0's filej Ebasco 4tre14ty.

Assurance)QA)" personnel apparently utilized thisjprccess,to expedite the p:~.
placement of concrete.

r6 w-c. d M 1 -u~.3 6
It-was-explained 1that at some time later during,the construction phase the
copies of the original reports were found. J. A. Jones submitted them to ,

Ebase N in turn submitted the reports back to J. A. Jones for inclusion tY
~

t 3m.

their files. This practice resulted in the-tittrattWsa that there-were Y
a. ~ d in

approximate 1 70.to 90 inciden6es two nearly identical re orts existe8~

e ia - la h A y'
iongig,& ] N .AsameDest Cadweld sample,but wi't noticeablyin the file, to t

y',

different signatures or initials O de 5.w " ' -
.3

The NRC staff reviewed the Cadweld records in question- and examined both the
copies of the o nal and the reconst"uctwn test reports, as identified in .Xw ,,4 , a s k.

- the NCR. Ther o technical datal which appears-te-b]e-ifferent than whe-t-3

-was noted to griginal test data. The4fcenseeddk dispo)(Iftioned the NCR K
by identifying 3the ori inal test reports and the reconstructed reports. The

wt sco
NRCstaffalso-p. to the original test-laboratory log book and checked uu m i m a

3
some sample tests 'kIIsindicatedthatthetestdata(tensilefailueloadof

'

3

specimens)wereconsitentwiththereports3TheiRCstaffconcu, with thq'

cetC u ner- a n

~ ~
-licenseeis dispositio ^and believes-that the w 'no created test r rtsre

rQ
'
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here bL, ~ ,6 a m , % +
pence) k-um A

r

L from the standpoint of test data, -e apparent 4yhrieports 9 %n -ughJ.

whichcontai{1 initials not made by the actual individual., This issue of
r
i

creatinra second reporffinn app rently[e[isiingdata[is being reviewed by
~

the NRC Office of Investigation . I f-ne w-i n fo rma tion-i s--fo r thcomi ng-from

that-investigation which-impacts on-the technical _ adequacy-of-the test

9 existing technical data, it-a%e5]. hose-newJacts.fBased on the NRt *Lfa tuda
recordsrs-it-will-be-necessary-to addr

m. -

7 ppears;that the test records represent the actual
load carried by each test specimen 3 l atd as L d b y , L t. e ---
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Potential Violations: g viola tion-ofA,;s
._

truct4em rocedure;W-SLTS-4-end l ,>

CL=-'f peRication_NM40-1564.J9,- Thereisaviolationof10CFR50,AppendixB,}S

g<$gihAh
.
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Actions Required: None.
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